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Help to raise money for breast and prostate cancer research: www.lammiedrive.org.au

August 2013

◗ Two 4x4 as support, rescue
and baggage vehicles 

◗ Spare parts and medical 
assistance provided

◗ Good hotels/motels where
available

◗ Tents with facilities 
and food when
in the outback

◗ Assistance for long 
distance tuning 
by Tino Sacchi 
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NORTH 
to SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
on lambretta

Be part of an amazing
adventure and fun
across 6200 Km of Australia 
in 23 days

www.lambretta.it

Hughenden



I’m glad to present to you “North
to South Australia”, probably
the longest Lambretta adventure
possible, planned in August
2013. 
We can easily also say: from
crocodiles to kangaroos and
penguins, 6200 km in 23
days.
I need to say first of all that

this Lambretta event has
the noble purpose to raise
funds for breast and
prostate cancer research; a
great reason to be with us in
Australia to ride our
Lambrettas. 
The idea comes from Ms.
Siobhan Ellis, first president
of the Lambretta Club of
Australia, who, like me, rides
hundreds of thousands of
kilometers on the scooter
from Lambrate; I believe this
is a great and exciting idea. 
These are the operating
details: 
The organization will provide
all the assistance necessary
to go through this
adventure so it is safe and
fun for everybody. 

Two 4x4 vehicles with trailers to carry luggage, equipment,
spare parts, fuel and to ford rivers. They will also act as
breakdown vehicles. 
The staff will prepare the camp with stoves and showers when
hotel accommodation is not available for no more than four
days. The rest of the trip will be in clean and comfortable
accommodation with showers. Restaurant service (breakfast
and dinner) is ensured in local hotels or roadhouses. 
In case the journey is too much, you can ride on the off-road
vehicles and relax. 

Oil and fuel expenses will be
in charge of participants. 
During the day we’ll rest and
have breaks in local
refreshment points 
Medical assistance is
provided 
Air-transfer Milan – Cairns
and Melbourne – Milan 

Shipping there and back
with DHL containers  
Customs assistance
and ATA carnet
During the 23 days
necessary to complete
the distance (it’s about
270 km average per
day; which is not too

much), 3 days will be dedicated to visit
Canberra and Sydney while we’ll
decide together about the third day. 
After arriving at the most southern
point of the continent, we will visit
Philip Island (seat of the famous
motoGP circuit) penguins will be
there waiting for us. 
A deserved gala evening
will be organized in
Melbourne to say hello
and spend some time
together before
everyone’s departure
home. Lot of fun and lots
of great emotions will be
provided. Nature,
landscapes and
hospitality of our
Australian friends will do
their part to make this
journey unforgettable!
We’ll provide all the information to
all our Lambretta friends to make
them feel at ease and ready for this
exciting and adventurous journey.  
It will be your duty to personally
prepare your Lambretta or rely on a
competent mechanic chosen by you
or from the list of our reliable
mechanics. However,
some spares will be
available during the
ride, and we will always
try and get you moving
again. 
I will be always
available and helpful
to give advices and
information that
came from my long
experience in long journeys abroad with my
scooter (see Lambretta.it – riding a Lambretta). 
What are you waiting for? Australia is waiting; there’s still
time but it goes too fast! Call us! 
Only 25 Lambretta riders can take part in this epic adventure.
As Italians, we want to be more numerous! 
Deadline: August 2012 See you soon 

Dear Lambretta Friends,

NORTH to SOUTH AUSTRALIA on lambretta

info@lambretta.it 
Fax 02 90631759 
For donations (5 euro minimum): 
www.lammiedrive.org.au 


